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LUXOR offers perfection in every detail and transforms your hallway into a real highlight. Light rays are 
reflected by the fine glass fronts. With the high-quality fitting technology the handling of drawers and 
doors is a pure pleasure. Treat yourself with a bit of luxury for your home.

QUALITY FEATURES

TECHNICAL DETAILS AT A GLANCE

pull-out clothes rail chromed high-quality metal handles depth of cabinet suitable for shoes up 
to size  48

dampened flaps, doors and drawers

dampened doors drawers with self- 
retraction

high-quality metal 
handles

height-adjustable 
shelves

- chromed metal handles
- drawers on special runners with  
   dampened self-closing mechanism  
   and felt insert
- dampened doors
- dampened flaps
- fronts with glass application
- chromed metal hooks and rails
- pull-out rails
- optional seat cushion 
- ABS edge
- scratch-resistant by melamine coating
- versatile colour and combination options
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LUXOR WARDROBES

All drawers with 

felt insert

melamine-coated

Riviera oak rep.* - glass silk grey

walnut rep.* - glass silk grey



W/H/D 80,8/38,7/37,3 cm

W/H/D 55,8/110,2/37,3 cm

MODELS AND TECHNICAL DETAILS

Shoe bench  
2440

W/H/D 79,5/50/37 cm

W/H/D 55,8/110,2/37,3 cm

Wardrobe handles left
2441

W/H/D 128/129,5/37,3 cm

Wardrobe handles right
2443

W/H/D 80,8/110,2/37,3 cm

Shoe cabinet
2444

Shoe cabinet
2442

All dimensions W/H/D in cm.

COLOUR COMBINATIONS

W/H/D 55,8/199,1/37,3 cm

Wardrobe handles right 
2449

W/H/D 80,8/199,1/37,3 cm

Wardrobe
2447

W/H/D 55,8/199,1/37,3 cm

Wardrobe handles left 
2448

Seat cushion

ST15 fabric light grey

Coat rack panel
2450

W/H/D 80,8/108,4/23 cm

Mirror 
2454

W/H/D 55,8/80,8/2,2 cm

Mirror
2455

W/H/D 80,8/80,8/2,2 cm

Key rack
9810

W/H/D 34,5/2,5/2,5 cm

8520 walnut rep.* - glass silk grey7020 Riviera oak rep.* - 
           glass silk grey

Mirror

5570 Riviera oak rep.* 5585 walnut rep.*

load capacity 150 kg
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SELECTION IS THE EXCLUSIVE PRODUCT LINE FROM MAJA MÖBEL. 

AVAILABLE FROM SELECT PREMIUM PARTNERS.
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*All wooden decors are melamine-coated reproductions.
 
Reference: We reserve the right to make technical changes without notice. Errors and omissions excepted.

8568 walnut rep.* - white glass7068 Riviera oak rep.* - white glass ST13 fabric anthracite

Seat cushion 9800  
suitable for 2440


